Instrument for real-time pulse-shape analysis of slit-scan flow cytometry signals.
An instrument is described which analyses shapes of fluorescence profiles generated by particles passing through the focussed laser beam of a flow cytometer. The output signal of this pulse-shape analyzer is used as input for the signal processing electronics of a commercial flow cytometer system. The instrument detects dips in pulse-profiles; a shape parameter named Pulse Dip Index (PDI) is defined as the ratio of the integrated signal from the beginning of the pulse until the first dip, relative to the integrated signal of the complete profile. This PDI is similar to the Centromeric Index of chromosomes. The composition of aggregates in mixtures of fluorescent particles of different sizes was evaluated by PDI analysis. In our experiments the PDI was determined within 30 microseconds from the onset of the pulse-profile and particles with a specified morphology of interest were selected for on-line registration of their profiles as digitized pulse-shapes. In a cell sorter system, the PDI can be used as a parameter for sorting.